Agile Methods

Module 6: Wrap-up

• Review of Your Objectives
• The Software Enterprise: What we do at ASU
• Resources
How do you distinguish between the software lifecycle process, progress on project deliverables, and the student learning process?
How do you run projects?
Software Enterprise Delivery Model

For each Module:
1. Prepare (assess)
2. Lecture (discuss)
3. Practice (competency)
4. Reflect (expectations)
5. Apply in project (context)
6. Reflect (internalize)

In a single (3 week) sprint
Software Enterprise
resources

~40 curricular modules available
Assessment software and practices
Publications and advice
Forming a community of adopters

https://softwareenterprise.asu.edu
Learn by doing

Learn in context

{ prepare, assess, discuss, describe, practice, expect, project, context }
THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING!
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